Dear Concern,
please be informed that we received the below questions from interested bidders which were answered
(in blue) by our technical team as the following:

Technical Proposal, A. Technical Approach
2- Training plan:
As mention the training will focus on implementing standard operating procedures (SoPs) for water
treatment plant and then it was mentioned at point #5 Offerors must provide two electronic leak
detector devices (Japanese or European origin) to be used in the training.
Q1: Does that mean that we should provide 2 training plans, 1st for SoP and 2nd for leak detection and
maintenance?
Answer: It’s one training plan with two parts, Part 1 in class training and the second part on-job training
(practical on-site training)

1-Technical Proposal, A. Technical Approach
4. Flow meters
Offerors must provide two flow meters (Japanese or European origin) for pipes ranging from 2-50 inches
in diameter.
Flow meter is a tool used for measuring fluid speed in pipes and Open channels, and it has many
specification that can affect equipment price , these specification is a limiting factor such specification
may include:
1. Fluid speed (LpH, LpM, CMpH, etc..)
2. Pipe diameter
3. Type of flow meter : (Rotameter, electromagnetic,…etc)
The price of the proposal will be widely effected by the type of the flow meter chosen.
Q2: Is there any specification that should be included in the process of selecting the flow meter type?
Answer: The following specifications:
1- As the flow meter will be used in WTP pipe network, it should be in CMpH (Cubic meter per
hour scale),
2- As it’s mentioned in the deliverable table: the pipes range from 2-50 inches.
3- Ultrasonic flow meter.

8. Anticipated post-award Deliverables
2- Provide assessment of the main water network pipes of two central WTPs
• Supply two electronic leak detector devices of Japanese or European origin for pipes range from 2-50
inches.
• Supply two electronic leak detector devices of Japanese or German origin.

Q3: Can you clarify how many leak detector we should provide?
Answer: Only two.

Q4: Due to the current health and security situation, especially with the forced curfew in Iraq, we are
limited in terms of obtaining the required information for the proposal, is there any chance of extending
the submission deadline?
Answer: No extension for the proposal submission deadline.
Q5: Are the local shareholding consultancy companies allowed to bid to DAI or not?
Answer: As a technical team we have no objection if the local company fulfill the technical evaluation
criteria.

Regards,
IGPA-Procurement

